Race Project

Agenda for meeting in Urbino from 27th March to 1st April 2012

This is a draft of our AGENDA:

28th afternoon: arrival in Urbino and accommodation to University College.
28th evening 20:00- welcome dinner in Urbino in a typical restaurant

29th morning: 9:00 - 9:15 Welcome by Director of ITIS “E. Mattei”;
9:15 - 11:00 relevance of servomotors in robotics; experiences comparison between partners about (simplified) physics of servomotors and how to teach these topics.
11:00-11:15 coffee break;
11:15-13:15 A practical demonstration about servomotor’s features in our "automation” lab. 3 or 4 of our students present an analog speed control of a DC motor.
13:15-14:15 Lunch at ITIS’ cafeteria and bar

29th afternoon: 14:30-18:30 visit to BIESSE company (http://www.biesse.com/en/corporate/home ), one of the most important Italian companies in CNC design and production.

30th morning: 9:00 - 11:00 logo presentation, web site use, dissemination activities, homework for next meeting;
11:00 - 11:15 coffee break;
11:15 - 13:30 visit to our school and laboratories, with enhanced attention to automation labs and domotics lab
13:45 - 14:45 lunch at ITIS' cafeteria and bar

30th afternoon: 15:00 - 18:00 guided visit to Urbino town: picture gallery inside Ducal Palace; Raffaello’s house; walking down the streets of the city.

30th evening: 20:00 - leave dinner.